
Create beautiful designs
autokitchen® software is built on the 

AutoCAD® OEM engine (which means it is 

stable, precise, and creates beautiful 

renders), but you don't have to own or 

know how to use AutoCAD® to use 

autokitchen®. Use autokitchen® to create 

detailed technical plans, sketches, artistic 

colorings, and powerful photorealistic 

renders. With autokitchen® your projects 

will be distinctive and original to your 

clients.
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The quality of the images will avoid misun-

derstandings with your customers. The 

power and "exibility of the program will 

allow you to show the cabinets as they 

really are no matter how complicated or 

bespoke they are. The listing of cabinets 

speci#cations, handles, moulding and 

appliances will reduce ordering mistakes 

and speed your quotations. The accuracy of 

the plans will avoid #tting and installation 

mistakes.

Now you don’t have to send emails 

with attached #les to customers. The 

new Cloud Service allows you to 

upload the renders and panoramas, 

the program will create a link 

automatically that can be opened on 

smart phones, tablets and computers 

so that they can share this with friends 

and family
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"Autokitchen has been a part of my business for over ten years. The software is updated often and the technical 

support is top notch. The professional and precise drawings I am able to produce set me apart from my competition. 

Autokitchen is an integral part of my team!” Cyndi Mosher, AKBD, Owner of Beyond the Box - Kitchen Design.

EXCEPTIONAL SOFTWARE FOR EXCEPTIONAL DESIGNERS

Unlimited choices of cabinetry.

Save time.

Simplify your design process. Use autokitchen® versatility to your 

advantage. With autokitchen® there is no need to rely on guess-

work. Present your clients with realistic representations of your 

designs in 3D. This will improve communication between you 

and your customer, and eliminate or minimize drawing changes.

Increase sales.

autokitchen® lets you create beautiful designs faster. Floor plans 

can include not only dimensions and cabinet labels but also 

notes for the installers, observations concerning plumbing and 

electrical equipment, schedules of appliances, and reminders 

and disclaimers. Your customers will enjoy the process. Spend 

more time with new and repeat customers, and less time 

redrawing.

Easy to learn and use.

Outstanding presentations.

You will like the way your projects look in autokitchen®, whether in 

black and white or in colour.  The black and white plans can be very 

detailed and clear. You can decide on the position of cabinet 

labels, the style and position of dimension lines, create your own 

insert your own into autokitchen®. If you prefer a color presenta-

tion, you can create stunningly realistic images by selecting from 

Powerful 

You can place cabinets and other elements anywhere in the 

drawing. You can move them, rotate them, elevate them in the air, 

place them at an angle or stack them against a wall. You can also 

cabinet provider and create counter tops of any shape and 

dimensions.

The autokitchen® interface is clean, uncluttered and easy to 

understand and remember. The tabs are clearly labeled and 

grouped into main catagories. There is no need to use text 

commands. All you need is a regular two button mouse with a 

wheel. No CAD experience is required in order to be successful 

with autokitchen, full training and support (one to one) is 

provided.

autokitchen® includes Inframe and Lay-on doors cabinetry 

catalogues. The cabinetry can be easily modi"ed before or after 

placement. Extensive modi"cations can be applied to the 

cabinets such as dimensions, frames, cuts, plinth adjustments, 

work surface pro"les, door and handle styles and many others. In 

addition, you can create your own cabinets out of custom 

shapes, maintain and update your own catalogues to obtain the 

part list for manufacturing.


